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CAT scan in archeology
Scientists in Aix-en-Provence have used the principle of the CAT scan to trace ancient
coastlines below the place where modern cities stand, says S.Ananthanarayanan.
The Phoenicians, a people who lived on the Syrian coast in the millennium from 1200 BC
to 300 BC, were seafarers and dominated trade along the coast of the Mediterranean Sea
The modern Lebanese cites of Tyre and Sidon were important Phoenician ports, said to
rival the present importance of Liverpool, Shanghai or New York.
Tyre and Sidon
These port cities were famous for their purple dye made from the shellfish found in their
coastal waters. The dye extraction was arduous, a few drops at a time, but fabrics dyed
with their help commanded a huge price with the nobles of Rome, among many others.
As great seamen, and the Mediterranean at their doorstep, the Phoenicians traded in dyes,
fabric, ceramics, glass, wine, crops and oil, from port to port and they and their cities
became renowned
But in the last 3000
years, the ravages
of time have pushed
the coastline many
kilometers into the
sea. Sidon was an
island, but is now
connected to the
mainland, due to
silting, apart from
the old port itself
being nowhere to be
seen
The fact that the
ports were there is
amply recorded and
is well known, but
the shape of the
actual coastline and
the position of the
old harbours are not
known at all.
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Findiing the old coastline
Archeologists an
nd historians trying to piiece togetherr the story of
o ancient Tyyre and Sidoon
have a similar taask – to imagge details buuried below hundreds of
o meters of silt and clayy.
Nick Mariner and
d colleaguess of the Euroopean Centre for Researrch in Geoscciences of thhe
Envirronment drillled all of foorty boreholles all over the two citiies. The team
m carried ouut

analyses, including carbon dating of seeds, wood, charcoal, marine shells found in soil
samples at different depths and plotted a map, both according to depth as well as
according to the age.
The result was a series of pictures, down the ages, which showed how the activity in the
area changed from century to century. It is seen that both the sites were occupied since at
least the bronze age (3000 BC), till Tyre was conquered by Alexander the Great (332
BC). The outline of the old harbours, just where the modern cities now stand have been
clearly mapped. Both sites were later occupied by the Romans, the Arabs and then the
Turks. It is seen that silting shot up during the Roman occupation and that heavy
dredging must have been necessary to keep the ports workable.

